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PUBLICATIONS OF THE YEAR.

Sir Arthur I(eith, Ethnos (I<egan Paul, 2/6).

J. H. Vince, Demosthenes (Loeb Classical Library: Heinemann,
o/-).

E. Casson, Lord Derwentwater's Fate (Titus Wilson).

I. A. Richmond, The City Wall of Imperial Rome (Oxford,
Clarendon Press). A most important contribution to the
archaeology of Rome, by our member who has directed excav-
ations at Birdoswald and is now Director of the British School at
Rome. Mr. Richmond has put the study of the walls of Rome
on an entirely new basis by discovering that Aurelian's wall and
gates, begun in 271, were altogether lower and slighter structures
than the massive works hitherto associated with his name. It
has been possible, by systematic study, to disentangle the
Aurelianic structures from the various additions made at later
periods. A finely-illustrated and finely-produced volume.

" The Archæology of Roman Britain," by R. G. Collingwood,
M.A., F.S.A., pp. xvi + 293; 8 plates and 68 illustrations in the
text. Methuen, 1930.

Mr. R. G. Collingwood's new book supplies the student of
Roman Britain with, a masterly and authoritative introduction
to its archæology. It is not necessary here to do more than
recommend it to any of our members who have not already bought
the book. Those who wish to search for Roman roads or camps
will find it invaluable ; the chapters on pottery, brooches, and
coins will be useful (and not only for beginners) in the interpreting
of objects found; the chapter on fortresses and forts contains
more matter than a library full of excavation reports, set out
with a clarity that few excavation reports attain. To members
of this society, the chapter on frontier works will be of especial
interest. In it, Mr. Collingwood summarizes the latest views

,on the history and construction of Stanegate, Vallum, and Wall,
and does so with such lucidity that we are all the more eager for.
the large scale work that he and Mr. Simpson are to give us.
The chapter on inscriptions, too, with its masterly drawings,
whets our appetite for the modern Lapidarium on which he is
at present engaged.
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In some places, particularly where he deals with forts and villas,
we may think that typology is carried further than the available
evidence will allow; but, in a subject where codification is so
seldom attempted, this is a fault on the right side.

We have noticed a few misprints, and one or two omissions
and errors, that will have to be corrected in the next edition.
The index is good, though somewhat less informative than some
indices we have met. E.B.B.

R. G. Collingwood, " Antiquities from Stanwix and Thatcham "
in Antiquaries Journal, Jan. 1931.

R. G. Collingwood and M. V. Taylor, Roman Britain in 1929, in
Journal of Roman Studies, xix.

C. E. Stevens, " Hadrian's Wall," in The Reader, August, 1929.

P. Corder, The Defence of the Roman Fort at Malton (Roman
Malton and District, Report no. 2). Malton is a Roman site whose
importance has only been generally recognised in quite recent
years. In great part through the energy of our member Dr. J. L.
Kirk, F.S.A., a committee has been formed to explore the site and
the Roman remains of the neighbourhood; and in this admirable
book our member Mr. Corder gives the first instalment of the
results achieved at Malton itself. Seven periods are recognised;
a large permanent camp of the Flavian age, an earth fort, a partial
rebuilding of this in stone, a complete rebuilding in stone, a
reconstruction (Severus ?) after a disaster in the late second
century, another (Constantius ?) after a disaster a century later,
yet another (Theodosius ?) in the late fourth century, and finally
an occupation at the very end of that century.

P. Corder, The Roman Pottery at Throlam, Holme on Spalding
Moor, East Yorkshire (same series, no. 3). A report on the
excavation of a third-century Roman pottery, south-east of York
and south-west of Market Weighton.

E. Fabricius, Der obergermanisch-raetische Limes. Lieferung
47: Von der wuerttembergisch-bayerischen Grenze bis Gunzen-
hausen, und das kleine Kastell Unter-Schwaningen.

" The Registers of Crosthwaite [Cumberland]. Volume III.
Baptisms and Marriages, 167o-1812." Transcribed by Henry
Brierley, LL.D., of Wigan, and Col. Francis Haswell, C.I.E., M.D.,
of Penrith: indexed by C. S. Jackson, Esq., Hazel Bank, Yan-
wath. Privately printed for the Parish Register Section of this
Society. (Pp. 392; uniform with the series of which it forms
Vol. i8).
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We have already welcomed two volumes of these important
registers, and the last, giving burials to 1812, is promised for next
year. Few local registers are more valuable and none are better
done, though the details of this group, which includes what may
be called the Dark Age of Keswick, Borrowdale and the neighbour-
hood, cannot be discussed in a short notice like this, nor until the
whole is complete. But it is not without interest to those who
know and love the Lake District to follow the fortunes of so many
of the old stocks, quietly pursuing their unambitious life of
farming and petty industry, all unaware of the fame that was to
come to them as the makers of England's playground.

At the time under notice, the German miners had left Keswick;
some of their names survived, as Clocker, Senogle and perhaps
Stamper (Stampfer) and old families called their children Emanuel,
Thomazine, Magdalen and Susanna after the Hechstetters and
others of the palmy days of the smelting house. Some little mining
was re-started : we find a ' mineral man ' at work in 1719, and
miners are named at Thornthwaite from 1739. Of gentry we
have Fleming of Monkhall and Leathes of Dalehead; Radcliffe,
Banks, Wren, Tickell and Fisher, etc., are not unknown to history,
and early in the 19th century we come to the children of S. T.
Coleridge and the poet Southey. It is not clear from this volume
whether Bristow was the same as Brisco : here they are classed
together. Such names as Cardase may be forms of Carradus :
Holiday is perhaps disguised as Heloday; Vaux and Gawith as
Voes and Gouth; Jawert or Yauard may be Ewart; Binsk,
Eushia, Sallany, Siery and Tonter perhaps will be elucidated
before these registers are finished with the burials. A few odd
Christian names are Dacius, Huine (p. 241) and Livrick for boys,
and Edna (two persons, though uncommon in the 18th century),
Eloiza, Jude (short for Judith), Linna, Mardula and Melene
for girls. Under Vicar Isaac Denton (1786-182o) the date of
birth is often given, shewing how long it was before baptism took
place, either because the parents dwelt among untrodden ways,
or because they were dissenters newly brought into the fold.
The place names are fairly plain; but ` Hakside ' surely re-
presents Hawkshead, and ` Apleyte ' is Applethwaite—the y for th,
as it was often written, making ` Aplethte.' W.G.C.

" The Ancient Bridges of the North of England," by E. Jervoise,
A.M.Inst. C.E. (London, The Architectural Press, 9, Queen
Anne's Gate, Westminster, S.W.; pp. xii, 146, with numerous
illustrations ; 5s. 6d. net) .
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In this handy little volume, which, as the title-page informs
us, is written on behalf of the Society for the Protection of Ancient
Buildings, the author states clearly and succinctly the principal
facts known about the ancient bridges of Cumberland, Durham,
Northumberland, Westmorland, Lancashire and Yorkshire.

He has evidently devoted an immense amount of labour to
this survey, and has personally examined the bridges he describes.

He is wisely cautious in his statements, and warns his readers
in his " foreword " against the assumption that because a bridge
is known to have been built at a certain place and at a certain
date, the present bridge is the actual structure then built.

The clear arrangement of the subject matter, county by county
and river by river, makes the book handy for reference, and at the
same time provides an opportunity of comparing the bridges
of one district with those of another, a comparison which is
rendered all the more interesting by the excellent series of photo-
graphs-8o in number—with which the book is illustrated.

Naturally one turns first to the bridges of our own district,
and is glad to find them adequately treated.

Warned by previous articles in these Transactions one is
prepared to find that the existing fabrics of many of our ancient
bridges are by no means as old as they are popularly supposed
to be.

Of the bridges over the Eden and its tributaries, for instance,
the author admits only Warcop Old Bridge and the recently
widened Eamont Bridge, mentioned in the Calendar of Inquisitions
as early as 1291, as truly medieval structures.

One looks in vain for any theory as to the actual date of Kirkby
Lonsdale Bridge, which the author aptly compares to the beauti-
ful Twizel Bridge in Northumberland; the main facts known
about its history are clearly stated.

The book will form a useful adjunct to the apparatus of the
local archæologist, and its plates alone make it a valuable record
of a large number of beautiful architectural works, the survival
of which is ever threatened not only by the powers of nature
but by the hand of the road improver.

Per Thorson, " Some English Lake-Name Forms," in the
Journal of English and Germanic Philology (Urbana, Illinois,
U.S.A.), vol. xxx, 1931, pp. 26-47. The author has made a useful
collection of early forms of lake-names, based on what he modestly
describes as " a rather superficial search through Lakeland
literature and maps in the British Museum." He has drawn
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almost exclusively on printed books and maps, occasionally
quoting earlier material—The Furness Coucher, the St. Bees
Register or the like—but greater use of early sources might have
increased the value of his work. For instance, in dealing with
Devoke Water, he seems to suggest that the true form is Deno(c)k,
because among his authorities Donald (1774) is the first to use the
v-form; but his authorities only go back to Saxton in 1576; and,
before that, there are plenty of spellings like Duuokwat', Duvokes-
water, Duffockiswatir, in medieval MSS.

" Edward Wilson of Nether Levens (1557-1653) and his Kin,"
by R. Percival Brown, M.A. (Tract Series of our Society, No.
XII; T. Wilson and Son, Kendal, 1931; demy 8vo., pp. 104, 7/6).

We are under a deep debt of gratitude to our member fo r this
valuable contribution to the genealogy of Westmorland, the
preparation of which must have involved an enormous amount of
patient research on the point of the writer.

Edward Wilson himself, the worthy founder of Heversham
School, is an interesting figure, and the numerous and intricate
ramifications of the Wilson family in South Westmorland render
is study one of importance to all students of the history of that
county.

Since Joseph Foster made his elaborate . compilation, Wilson
of High Wray and Kendal, much new information has come to
light, and of this Mr. Percival Brown has made full use in the
present tract.

His research covers the branches of the family connected with
Black Hall, Dallam Tower, Underley and Rigmaden, all of which
he traces to their common ancestor born in Kendal in the 13th
century.

Several tables of descent, inserted in due sequence, help the
reader to follow the conclusions reached by the writer of a book
which is a model of clear and lucid exposition.

Its value is enhanced by the inclusion among the appended
documents of abstracts of upwards of forty Wills, which, apart
from their significance, as evidence of descent contain many
interesting details illustrative of the manner of life led by our
forefathers of the 17th and 18th centuries.

A copious index brings to a fitting conclusion a scholarly piece of
work which should prove an indispensable adjunct to every
library of Westmorland books.
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